We work through, in detail, the quantum cohomology of the orbifold BG, the point with action of a finite group G. We provide a simple description of algebraic structures on the state space of this theory. As a consequence, we find that multiple copies of commuting Virasoro algebras appear in this theory which completely determine the correlators of the theory.
Introduction
W. Chen and Y. Ruan [CR1, CR2] introduced the notion of the Gromov-Witten invariants of an orbifold V . Their construction reduces to the usual Gromov-Witten invariants when V is a smooth, projective variety. When V = Y /G, where Y is a smooth, projective variety and G is a finite group, the state space of this theory is generally larger than the G-invariant part of the cohomology of Y ; indeed, it has additional direct summands associated to loci in Y with nontrivial isotropy. These loci are called the twisted sectors of the theory, and their presence should be part of the proper notion of the cohomology of an orbifold.
The purpose of this paper is to provide a detailed treatment of this theory for the simplest case, namely, when V = BG, the classifying stack of a finite group G. Many of the features and subtleties of the Gromov-Witten invariants of orbifolds are present even here. The state space of this theory contains twisted sectors and the correlators in this theory are intersection numbers on M g,n (BG), the moduli space of genus-g, n-pointed orbifold stable maps into BG.
The correlators in this theory can be described in purely group theoretic terms, and we recover the result [Ru] that the resulting algebraic structure on the state space H is isomorphic to the center of the group algebra of ZCG, together with an invariant metric.
Furthermore, we show that on the large phase space of this theory, there are r commuting copies of "half" the Virasoro algebra in this theory, where r is the dimension of H, all of which annihilate, and completely determine, the exponential of the large phase space potential function. We obtain a proof of the usual Virasoro conjecture [EHX] as the special case where a diagonal action (after variable rescaling) of these Virasoro algebras is considered. Similarly, the relevant integrable hierarchy consists of r commuting copies of the KdV hierarchy.
Finally, it is worth pointing out that the moduli spaces M g,n (BG) have many features similar to M spaces M g,n (BG) have boundary strata indexed by stable graphs whose tails and half-edges are decorated by elements of G (up to conjugation) while M 1/r g,n have boundary strata indexed by stable graphs whose tails and half-edges are decorated by elements of Z r . The construction of the correlators in both theories is also analogous. However, the ring structures on the state spaces are distinctly different. It would be interesting to find the analogs of the above results for the spaces M 1/r g,n . 1.1. Conventions and notation. Throughout this paper, except where otherwise specified, we will work only over the complex numbers C, and all groups will be finite.
For a given group G we denote the classifying stack of G by BG; namely, BG is the stack quotient BG := [pt/G] of a point modulo a trivial G action.
Group elements will always be denoted by lower-case Greek letters, and the conjugacy class of an element γ ∈ G is denoted [[γ] ]. An n-tuple of elements (γ 1 , . . . , γ n ) will generally be denoted by a boldfaced γ. The centralizer in G of an element γ is denoted C(γ), and the intersection n i=1 C(γ i ) of several centralizers is denoted C(γ 1 , . . . , γ n ) = C(γ). The commutator αβα −1 β −1 of two group elements α and β is denoted [α, β] . Finally, the center of an algebra A will be denoted ZA.
2.1. The stack. Our chief objects of study in this paper are Gromov-Witten invariants arising from the stack M g,n (BG) of n-pointed orbifold stable maps into BG, in the sense of W. Chen and Y. Ruan [CR1, CR2] (called balanced twisted stable maps by Abramovich and Vistoli [AV] ).
These are maps f : Σ -BG from an orbifold Riemann Surface (orbicurve) Σ into the classifying stack BG of a finite group G. Here Σ has non-trivial orbifold structure only at marked points p 1 , . . . , p n and at nodes, and the orbifold structure at the nodes is balanced, meaning that the action of the stabilizer G q ≃ µ l at a nodal geometric point q of Σ has complementary eigenvalues on the tangent spaces of the two branches of Σ at q.
The stack M g,n (BG) is a smooth, proper Deligne-Mumford stack with projective coarse moduli space [ACV, Thm 3.0.2]. This stack has a number of important connections to other moduli problems. For example, in the case that G = S d is the symmetric group on d letters, the stack M g,n (BS d ) is the normalization of the stack of admissible covers [ACV, §4] .
Recall that an orbifold stable map from a smooth n-pointed orbicurve Σ, p 1 , . . . , p n into BG determines a principal G bundle on the complement Σ − {p 1 , . . . , p n }. This, in turn, is determined by its holonomy, that is by a homomorphism π 1 (Σ − {p 1 , . . . , p n }) -G. Moreover, the stabilizer G pi of a marked point p i of Σ is always cyclic, and the order of G pi is equal to the order of the holonomy around that marked point. Conversely, G acts by conjugation on the homomorphisms π 1 (Σ − {p 1 , . . . , p n }) -G, and two such homomorphisms determine the same G-bundle on Σ − {p 1 , . . . , p n } precisely when they differ by this adjoint action of G.
Finally, since BG is a proper, separated stack, any principal G bundle on Σ − {p i , . . . , p n } extends uniquely, after suitable base extension, to a principal bundle on some proper curveΣ, with an isomorphismΣ − {p 1 , . . . , p n } -Σ − {p 1 , . . . , p n }. The data of this cover (up to the obvious notion of equivalence of such data) is exactly equivalent to the data of a principal bundle on an orbicurve. Moreover, the adjoint action of G on these homomorphisms exactly corresponds to the natural action of G on the orbifold stable maps. Thus we have the following:
Proposition 2.1. For a given point [C, p 1 , . . . , p n ] corresponding to a point of the smooth locus M g,n , the fiber of M g,n (BG) over the point [C] corresponds to the quotient Hom(π 1 (C − {p 1 , . . . , p n }, G)/ ad G. . . , γ n ]] of elements of G such that the product i γ i is 1 (that is, G acts diagonally by conjugation on the set of such n-tuples, and T n is the set of G-equivalence classes of these n-tuples).
More generally, the stack M g,n (BG) breaks up as the disjoint union of open and
where again G acts diagonally by conjugation on the n-tuples. This can be seen, for example, by examining the effect of deformation of an n-punctured curve in M g,n on the holonomy. Such deformation corresponds to an action of the mapping class group on the holonomy. The mapping class group is generated by Dehn twists, all of which act trivially on the holonomy around a marked point. The n-tuple [[γ 1 , . . . , γ n ]] is, therefore, well-defined (as a conjugacy class) for any connected component of M g,n (BG). Of course, not every choice of [[γ] ] ∈ U n gives a non-empty component M g,n (BG, [[γ]]).
2.2.
Morphisms. There are several natural morphisms from M g,n (BG).
First, recall that for X = BG the twisted sectors
There are evaluation morphisms
is the disjoint union of twisted sectors. We can describe the evaluation morphism ev i as follows: Any stable map f : Σ -BG must be representable, and hence must induce an injective homomorphism f * : G pi -G from the local group G pi = Z/m i of the ith marked point p i of Σ into G. The group G acts by conjugation on this homomorphism f * , and so the image of 1 ∈ Z/m i in G is defined only up to conjugacy. The evaluation morphism ev i is the morphism
Alternately, the image f * (1) is simply the holonomy of the induced G-bundle on Σ−{p 1 , . . . , p n } around the marked point p i .
In and all the individual evaluation morphisms ev i factor through ev and the obvious projections.
Other morphisms include the forgetful morphism π : M g,n (BG) -M g,n , which is "finite" (meaning, quasi-finite and proper, but it is not generally representable) [ACV, Cor 3.0.5], and the forgetting-tails morphism, defined as follows. When the holonomy γ i around a marked point p i is trivial, then we may forget the data of that marked point. This gives a morphism
Note that the forgetting-tails morphism is not defined for all of M g,n+1 (BG), but rather only for the components corresponding to marked points with trivial holonomy.
Gromov-Witten invariants, cohomological field theory and K-theory
We define the classes ψ i on M g,n (BG) to be the pullbacks ψ i = π * (ψ i ) of the ψ i classes on M g,n .
The tangent bundle of BG is trivial, and thus the virtual fundamental class of M g,n (BG) is just the usual fundamental class. The orbifold cohomology of BG is, as a vector space,
For each conjugacy class
] 's form a basis of H and we may form n-point correlators
3.1. Cohomological field theory. The three point, genus zero correlators play a special role since they define the metric on H and the quantum (orbifold) product. They vanish for dimensional reasons unless n i=1 a i = 0. Proposition 3.1. We have
Moreover,
and it is easy to see that the number of elements in a given non-empty conjugacy class [[σ 1 , σ 2 , σ 3 ]] of triples is exactly |G| |C(σ1,σ2)| , so the expression (1) gives the rest of the proposition.
Corollary 3.2. The metric on H induced by the 3-point correlators is
The quantum product is given by
It is clear that H is additively isomorphic to the ring Class Proof. It is well-known, and clear, that these maps are isomorphisms of vector spaces. The rest is a straightforward computation using the definitions
These definitions are essentially the same as those given in [AGV], but they differ a priori from those of Chen and Ruan [CR1, Ru] for the "orbifold Poincaré pairing" and "orbifold cup product." Nevertheless, it is easy to check that both the geometry and the final calculations are identical to those in [CR1, Ru] . For example, the three-fold multisectors X 
Proposition 2.1 shows that the degree of the forgetful map π : N σ -M g,n is exactly Ω G g (γ). The proof now follows from the projection formula, since ψ i on M g,n (BG) is just the pullback π * ψ i of the corresponding class on M g,n .
Lemma 3.5. The numbers Ω G g (γ) depend only on the conjugacy classes [[γ i ]], are independent of the ordering of the γ i in γ, and satisfy the following relations:
(1) Cutting trees: For g = g 1 +g 2 and I J = {1, . . . , n}, let γ I = (γ i1 , . . . , γ i |I| ) and γ J = (γ j1 , . . . , γ j |J| )
] Ω G g2 (ξ, γ J ) (2) Cutting loops:
Independence of conjugacy class representative and of order are immediate from the definition, as is relation 3 (Forgetting tails). To prove relation 2, note that we may assume that [[ζ]] = [[ξ −1 ]]. Let X G g (γ) be as in Proposition 3.4 and let Y be the set
-Y, taking (α 1 , . . . , α g , β 1 , . . . , β g , σ 1 , . . . , σ n ) in X G g (γ) to (α 1 , . . . , α g−1 , β 1 , . . . , β g−1 , σ 1 , . . . , σ n , α g β g σ −1 g , β −1 g ) in Y. For a given conjugacy class [[ψ] ] in G, the map f , restricted to the subset of X
], if we let β g = ξ −1 and α g be an element such that α g β g α −1 g = ζ, then it is clear that the map f is surjective. This shows that Ω G g (γ) = [[ζ] ] |C(ζ)|Ω G g−1 (γ, ζ, ζ −1 ), which proves (2). The proof of (1) is a similar, straightforward argument. Proof. It is straightforward to see that Λ G g,n (e [[γ1] ] ⊗ · · · ⊗ e [[γn]] ) = Ω G n (γ). The CohFT axioms follow immediately from Lemma 3.5.
The CohFT axioms also follow from the cutting and forgetting tails axioms that hold for the virtual fundamental class [CR2], which is trivial for M g,n (BG). Alternately, the axioms can be seen directly from the geometry by carefully accounting for ramification of π on the boundary and accounting for the degree of the morphism
3.2. K-Theory. The orbifold K-theory of BG is simply the representation ring R G , since a vector bundle on BG is a vector space with linear G-action. The Chern character (see [AR] ) ch : K * orb ⊗ C -H * orb (BG, C) = H is easily seen to be the composite
of the trace map χ and the obvious additive isomorphism from class functions to H.
The trace map χ is a ring isomorphism, but as stated in Corollary 3.3, the orbifold product * on H corresponds to convolution ⋆ of class functions rather than multiplication. Thus the Chern character is only an additive isomorphism.
Functoriality.
3.3.1. Morphisms. It is interesting to note that K-theory has functoriality properties that H * orb does not enjoy. In particular, a homomorphism of groups G -H gives a morphism BG -BH which induces a ring homomorphism and although the moduli stack of the product is not quite the product of the moduli stacks of the factors, it is easy to see that the corresponding CohFT is the tensor product of the two components. That is, a straightforward check shows that if γ = (γ 1 , . . . , γ n ) ∈ G n and σ = (σ 1 , . . . , σ n ) ∈ H n then Ω G×H g ((γ 1 , σ 1 ), . . . , (γ n , σ n )) = Ω G g (γ)Ω H g (σ).
[X/G] with trivial G action. If X is a smooth projective variety with trivial G action, then the quotient stack [X/G] is isomorphic to the product X × BG.
Proposition 3.7. For a smooth projective variety X with finite group G acting trivially, the CohFT arising from stable maps into the orbifold [X/G] is simply the tensor product of the CohFT arising from stable maps into X and the CohFT arising from stable maps into BG.
Proof. This follows from the fact that the degree of the forgetful maps M g,n (X × BG, [[γ]]) → M g,n (X) and M g,n (BG, [[γ]]) → M g,n are both equal to Ω g (γ).
Semisimplicity and Virasoro Algebras
In this section, the summation convention is NOT used on any subscripts or superscripts α or α i , although it is applied to all other variables. 4.1. Semisimple Frobenius algebras. Let V be any r-dimensional Frobenius algebra with multiplication * , metric η, and identity element 1. It is said to be a semisimple Frobenius algebra if there exists a canonical basis { f α } r α=1 such that for all α 1 , α 2 = 1, . . . , r,
for some nonzero numbers ν α . The identity element satisfies
As discussed before, the Frobenius algebra (H, η, * , e [[1]]) ) can be identified with ZC[G] and the latter is a semisimple Frobenius algebra with canonical basis given as follows.
Proposition 4.1. Let { V α } r α=1 be the set of irreducible representations of G and let χ α denote the character of V α . For all α = 1, . . . , r, the elements
form a basis of ZC[G] and satisfy equations (2) and (3), where for all α = 1, . . . , r,
Proof. It is clear from the definition that the f α lie in ZC [G] . The fact that they satisfy (2) follows from [FH, §2.4] . That equation (3) holds for the given values of ν α is a straightforward computation.
The results in the remainder of this section hold for any semi-simple Frobenius algebra, since any Frobenius algebra is a CohFT. 4.2. The Potential Function. We will now calculate the correlators for our theory in the canonical coordinates.
Proposition 4.2. Let (g, n) be any stable pair, where n ≥ 1. If α = α i for all i = 1, . . . , n then for all a 1 , . . . , a n ≥ 0, we have
otherwise, we have τ a1 (f α1 ) · · · τ an (f αn ) G g = 0. Furthermore, when n = 0, we have G g = 0.
Proof. Of course, G g = 0 holds for dimensional reasons. The proof for the rest of the proposition follows by degenerating to curves whose irreducible components are all three-pointed, genus-zero curves, where the proposition is easily verified, and then calculating the general correlators from the cutting axioms for CohFTs.
More explicitly, the correlator is simply
Now proceed by induction on the genus and number of marked points. Each application of the cutting trees axiom (for g 2 = 0 and |J| = 3) leaves the genus unchanged, and reduces the number of marked points by one, but contributes nothing to the final result, since the node (cut edge) contributes the inverse metric-a factor of ν −1 α -and the 3-pointed, genus-zero, irreducible component (vertex of the dual graph) contributes a factor of ν α .
Each application of the cutting loops axiom increases the number of marked points by 2, reduces the genus by 1, and contributes the inverse of the metricnamely, ν −1 α -to the final result.
The large phase space potential is defined by Φ 
where(2n − 1)!! := 1 · 3 · 5 . . . · (2n − 1). These operators satisfy
for all m, n ≥ −1 and α, β ∈ {1, . . . , r}, forming r commuting copies of "half" of the Virasoro algebra. Moreover, if { b m } is any basis for H, where m = 0, . . . , r − 1 such that b 0 = 1, and if t = { t m a } are the associated formal parameters, then there are also operators for all n ≥ −1 given by
η m1m2 ∂ 2 ∂t m1 i ∂t m2 n−1−i + δ n,−1 λ −2 2 m1,m2 η m1m2 t m1 0 t m2 0 + δ n,0 r 16 , satisfying [L k , L n ] = (k − n)L k+n for any k, n ≥ −1.
Proposition 4.4. For all α ∈ {1, . . . , r} and n ≥ −1, (6) L (α) n Z G = 0.
These equations completely determine Z G . Furthermore, for all n ≥ −1,
L n Z G = 0.
Proof. Equation (6) 4.4. KdV hierarchies. Let A G g := A exp(t · τ ) G g and A G := g A exp(t · τ ) G g λ 2g−2 . The superscript G will be suppressed when G = {1}, the trivial group.
Proposition 4.6. Let { e 1 , . . . , e m } be any basis for H. For all v in H and a ≥ 0, the following equation holds:
(2a + 1)λ −2 τ a (v)τ 0 (e m1 )τ 0 (e m2 ) G η m1m2 = τ a−1 (v)τ 0 (e m1 ) G η m1m2 τ 0 (e m2 )τ 0 (e m3 )τ 0 (e m4 ) G η m3m4 + 2 τ a−1 (v)τ 0 (e m1 )τ 0 (e m3 ) G η m1m2 η m3m4 τ 0 (e m2 ), τ 0 (e m4 ) G η m 3 m 4 + 1 4
τ a−1 (v)τ 0 (e m1 )τ 0 (e m2 )τ 0 (e m3 )τ 0 (e m4 ) G η m1m2 η m3m4 .
Equation (8) 
This equation is the Kontsevich-Witten theorem [Ko, Wi] . Witten also showed that this equation together with L −1 Z = 0 completely determines Φ.
To prove the formula for general G, choose a canonical basis { f α } r α=1 and let v = f α . Consider the terms of equation (8) proportional to λ 2g−4 . By Proposition (4.2), one obtains the terms of equation (8) 
